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Dialect Variation on Social Media
Dong Nguyen

10.1 Introduction

Social media has changed our daily lives: We share our thoughts, opin-

ions and news using social media and connect with people throughout

the world. Social media has also radically changed a variety of research

disciplines: It is both massive—we can now study potentially millions

of people—and microscopic—we can carry out analyses at the level of

individual interactions (Golder and Macy, 2014). Rather than relying on

self-reports or elicited data, we can now observe language in use at scale

in a variety of social contexts. The availability of social media data has

been one of the driving factors of the emerging area of computational

sociolinguistics (Nguyen et al., 2016).

There is no ‘single’ online language variety (Herring and Androut-

sopoulos, 2015). Instead, we find a multitude of linguistic varieties and

styles in social media—even within a single social media platform. Still,

the informal nature of social media platforms means that language in so-

cial media is often closer to everyday speech than the language typically

found in many other data sources, such as newspapers. Social media is

therefore a rich resource to study regional and social variation in lan-

guage.

For example, here are two tweets from public Twitter accounts, one

by Virgin Media and one by Cara Delevingne, an international model:

virginmedia: Nice one bruv! Here if you need us. ˆMK

Caradelevingne: Soo excited 2announce my first Novel titled
Mirror Mirror!Pre order on Amazon!!Can’t

wait 2share story with you all! [LINK]

To appear in Similar Languages, Varieties, and Dialects (Studies in Natural Language Processing),

edited by Marcos Zampieri and Preslav Nakov, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
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The tweet posted from the Virgin Media account involves an interac-

tion with a customer. The language is informal, perhaps to connect with

the customer. We find an instance of bruv, an address term that has

featured in a sociolinguistic study (Kerswill, 2013). The tweet posted

by the supermodel is a promotional tweet, with orthographic variation

(e.g., soo instead of so and 2 instead of to) and spacing and punctuation

that automatic tools would be challenged by.

Patterns in language variation become more salient when we aggregate

across a larger number of tweets, for example to study regional patterns.

Figure 10.1a shows the relative frequencies of pants and trousers in Eng-

land based on geo-tagged Twitter data from May-August 20141. Pants

has a higher usage in the north west of England, which matches the pat-

tern observed through fieldwork carried out by undergraduate students

of Linguistics and English Language at the University of Manchester.2

(a) pants vs. trousers in England (b) Standard were vs. non-
standard was in London

Figure 10.1 Geotagged tweets, May-August 2014

We can also zoom in on a particular region, for example London. Lon-

don has been of interest in sociolinguistic studies, because of its multi-

cultural character and the emergence of Multicultural London English.

Cheshire and Fox (2009) studied was versus were variation in London

by analyzing speech of adolescents and elderly speakers in the multicul-

tural inner London area (Hackney) and in a less diverse outer London

area (Havering). The use of non-standard was in standard were con-

texts was higher in outer London adolescents compared to Inner London

adolescents. A similar trend is observed in Twitter (Figure 10.1b), by

comparing the use of non-standard WAS (we was, you was, they was)

1 Part of a larger dataset collected for UK election passive polling and analysis
(Wang et al., 2017a,b).

2 http://projects.alc.manchester.ac.uk/ukdialectmaps/lexical-variation/trousers/
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to standard WERE (we were, you were, they were). Standard WERE

has a higher occurrence in inner London.

The scale of social media data makes it possible to study rare phenom-

ena, such as specific syntactic constructions or lexical variants. Further-

more, information on interaction patterns makes it possible to jointly an-

alyze geographical variation with a variety of social factors, for example

how linguistic choices relate to someone’s online conversation partner.

However, there are also many challenges: Social media data needs to be

repurposed—social media platforms were not designed to study dialect

variation—and processing language in social media can be challenging

because many NLP tools are not robust to linguistic variation.

This chapter focuses on geographical dialect variation in social me-

dia from the perspective of computational linguistics, but it also draws

from sociolinguistics and dialectology to identify fruitful future research

directions. First, I’ll discuss opportunities and challenges that social me-

dia offers for analyzing dialects (Section 10.2). Next, I’ll briefly discuss

the processing of social media data (Section 10.3) and then I’ll discuss

computational studies on geographical variation in social media (Section

10.4). The chapter concludes with a future outlook (Section 10.5).

10.2 Social Media for Dialect Research

This section discusses aspects of using social media for dialect research.

Unobtrusive observation of language Everyday speech, for exam-

ple when you are talking to your family or close friends, is of particular

interest in the study of dialect. However, capturing everyday speech is

difficult. Questionnaires have been fundamental to collect dialect data.

For example, a question might be “What do you call this plant”.3 How-

ever, the way the questions are phrased, or the interaction with the

researcher could influence the responses given. Furthermore, question-

naires usually do not support fine-grained measurements regarding the

frequency of use of a certain variable and the analysis of intra-speaker

variation, for example how the choice for a particular variant depends

on the situational context. Observations and sociolinguistic interviews

are also frequently used to collect data, but here the presence of the

observant or the interviewer could again influence the language.

3 See Llamas (2018) for a discussion on questionnaires for dialect research.
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One of the key advantages of using social media for research is that

it allows unobtrusive observation of language and behavior (Salganik,

2017). As (Golder and Macy, 2014, p. 133) point out: “the social pres-

sures and normative constraints on individuals are exerted by their peers

rather than by the researchers”. Social media allows us to study how

language is used in a variety of social contexts. Moreover, language and

social behavior are recorded in real time and there is no need to specify

beforehand which items are of interest, in contrast to questionnaires.

Social media users Traditional dialectology has focused on so-called

NORMs, i.e. non-mobile, old, rural men (Chambers and Trudgill, 1998,

p. 29), because they were believed to be more conservative in their

speech. However, from about the 1960s attention has shifted from rural

areas to urban areas, and widened to a variety of social groups. With

social media, we often have data about both rural and urban areas. The

use of social media means a radical shift away from NORMs as the target

population. In a 2018 report by PEW Research on social media use by

Americans,4 88% of 18- to 29-year-olds indicated that they use any form

of social media. This declines to only 37% of Americans aged 65 and

older. As another example, in a study focused on Dutch Twitter users

(Nguyen et al., 2013), a fine-grained manual annotation effort revealed

a heavily skewed distribution towards younger users. Furthermore, only

5 out of 2709 users (excluding profiles for which no annotations could

be obtained) were annotated as retired. Moreover, in social media not

all accounts belong to an individual, but sometimes accounts represent

organisations, fake people, and bots.

When studying sociolinguistic variation in social media, demographic

information about the users is often important to understand demo-

graphic biases in the data and how language varies across social groups.

For example, in Nguyen et al. (2013), there were more females among

the younger age category, but more males among the older age cate-

gories. When studying how language varies across demographic groups,

it is important to control for these unbalanced gender distributions.

Unfortunately, in many cases (almost) no demographic information is

available. Different approaches have therefore been explored to derive

demographic information, such as automatically inferring demographics

from language use (see Nguyen et al. (2016) for an overview), combin-

ing location-tagged data with census data (e.g., Jacobo et al. (2018)

4 http://www.pewinternet.org/2018/03/01/social-media-use-in-2018/
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Jørgensen et al. (2015)) and deriving demographics from names (e.g.,

Bamman et al. (2014b)). A limitation of these approaches is that classi-

fications are imposed on users, rather than asking the users themselves,

which can be especially problematic when it involves variables like gen-

der and ethnicity. Androutsopoulos (2013) mentions the alternative of

moving away from socio-demographic categories and focusing on partic-

ipant roles (e.g. admin, novice).

Critical for studying dialect variation in social media is location in-

formation. Social media content sometimes comes with fine-grained lo-

cation information, such as GPS coordinates, and many studies rely on

geo-tagged content alone. However, this is often only a small fraction

of the number of posts produced. Studies sometimes estimate a ‘home

location’ for social media users, for example based on the location of the

first tweet (e.g., Eisenstein et al. (2010)), or by using the most frequent

location (e.g., Jacobo et al. (2018)). Such aggregations, however, lose

information about mobility patterns of users.

Extracting locations from profile information has also been explored.

For the dataset used in Nguyen et al. (2015), my collaborator Dolf Tri-

eschnigg collected a dataset focused on two Dutch provinces (Limburg

and Friesland). Users were mapped to locations based on the text pro-

vided in the location field in their profiles. However, this turned out to

be non-trivial. For example, users who lived in the city of Leeuwarden,

the provincial capital of Friesland (the Netherlands), provided strings

like Leeuwarden; Leeuwarden, The Netherlands; and Leeuwarden, Fries-

land. However, a long tail of profile locations only occurred once in our

data, such as leeuwarden de gekste ‘leeuwarden the craziest’; leeuwar-

den# freeceland ; LeeuwardenCity (L); and Leeuwarden & Barcelona.

Sampling In many cases a study involves selecting a sample from the

data. Sampling approaches include random sampling, sampling by time

period, by individuals/group, event, or by convenience (Herring, 2004).

To analyze geographical variation in language using computational ap-

proaches, some studies have selected tweets or users based on geotags

(Eisenstein et al., 2010), based on profile information (Nguyen et al.,

2015), by searching for specific key words (Doyle, 2014; Jones, 2015),

and by searching for specific hash tags (Shoemark et al., 2017). However,

sampling approaches can introduce biases. For example, Pavalanathan

and Eisenstein (2015b) found that GPS-tagged tweets were more often

written by young people and women, in comparison to tweets with self-

reported locations.
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Operationalization of concepts The use of social media sometimes

requires adapting operationalizations of concepts developed on other do-

mains. An example is the concept of ‘audience’. The influence of audi-

ence on a speaker’s style has been widely studied in sociolinguistics,

for example using the framework of audience design (Bell, 1984). We

tend to speak differently when talking to our boss as opposed to when

talking to a close friend. However, in many social media platforms, e.g.,

Twitter, multiple audiences (e.g., friends, colleagues) are collapsed into a

single context. While the audience is potentially limitless, users do often

imagine an audience when writing messages and they may target mes-

sages to different audiences (Marwick and boyd, 2011). This means that

when we want to apply a framework such as audience design to a social

media context, we need to rethink how we operationalize audience (see

Androutsopoulos (2014); Nguyen et al. (2015); Pavalanathan and Eisen-

stein (2015a)). For example, studies on Twitter and audience used the

presence of hashtags and user mentions as proxies for the target audience

(Nguyen et al. (2015); Pavalanathan and Eisenstein (2015a)). Messages

with hashtags were assumed to target a broader audience, while mes-

sages with user mentions were assumed to target smaller audiences.

As another example, the units of analysis in social media do not always

correspond to traditional units of analysis. For instance, posts are not

one-to-one comparable to utterances or turns (Androutsopoulos, 2013).

Similarly, looking at code-switching patterns may involve different units

of analysis compared to studies on spoken data that have focused on

analyzing turns or sentences.

Ethical concerns The use of social media also raises various ethical

concerns. Social media has been particularly attractive because of its

perceived public nature. While many platforms offer a binary choice

regarding visibility (public vs. private posts), in reality privacy is not a

binary notion but highly contextual and situational (Zook et al., 2017).

In other words, there is a difference between what is legal,5 and norms

and expectations regarding privacy and the use of such data. Ethical

concerns not only surround the collection of data, but also how such

content is quoted in research output (Williams et al., 2017) and how the

data is made available to other researchers.

5 For example, Williams et al. (2017) point out that users consent that their public
tweets will be made available to third parties.
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10.3 Processing Data

Processing language in social media using automatic tools can be chal-

lenging. Many NLP tools have been developed on non-social media data,

like newswire texts, and they might work less well on social media.

Adapting and or designing NLP tools for social media can require quite

some effort. For example, taggers designed for social media often include

special tags for hashtags, @-mentions, and emoticons. To illustrate this,

Table 10.3 shows two tweets tagged by the ARK Twitter Part-of-Speech

(POS) tagger (Owoputi et al., 2013). A ‘compound tag’ is used to handle

cases such as lemme (‘let me’).

Table 10.1

Nice A adjective
one $ numeral
bruv N common noun
! , interjection
Here R adverb

if P

pre- or postposition,
or subordinating
conjunction

you O pronoun
need V verb
us O pronoun
. , punctuation

MK G

other abbreviations,
foreign words,
possessive endings,
symbols, garbage

Table 10.2

Yes ! interjection
! , punctuation

Lemme L

nominal +
verbal,
verbal +
nominal

know V verb
what O pronoun
u O pronoun
think V verb
:) E emoticon
#digitalart # hashtag

Table 10.3 Assigned POS tags by the tool from Owoputi et al. (2013)

Multilingual social media users sometimes use multiple languages in

a single social media post, presenting another challenge to NLP tools.

Although most NLP tools assume that the input text is written in a

single language, there is an increasing interest in developing NLP tools

for code-switched texts (e.g., Bhat et al. (2018)). Fine-grained language

identification at the word level (e.g., Nguyen and Doğruöz (2013)) can

be a useful step in processing code-switched texts.

Studies have found that the performance of NLP tools can vary based

on the socio-demographic background of authors. Hovy and Søgaard

(2015) observed performance differences with regard to the age of the

authors when the POS tagger was trained on texts from newspapers
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and Jørgensen et al. (2015) found that POS taggers are more likely to

make mistakes on African-American Vernacular English (AAVE) sen-

tences compared to non-AAVE sentences. Furthermore, Blodgett et al.

(2016) found that messages from African-Americans were more likely to

be erroneously classified as non-English by automatic language identifi-

cation systems. Such disparities in performance can have ethical implica-

tions: Texts produced by certain social groups may be wrongly analyzed,

or even excluded, from a variety of social media analyses.

The difficulty of processing language in social media also affects the

analysis of linguistic variation. Computational approaches have mostly

focused on lexical (e.g., pants vs. trousers) and orthographic (e.g., going

vs. goin) variation. Analyzing syntactic variation typically requires the

use of a tagger. For example, in a study on African-American English in

Twitter, Blodgett et al. (2016) analyzed habitual be by tagging tweets

with the ARK Twitter POS tagger (Owoputi et al., 2013) and searching

for O-be-V and O-b-V sequences. A workaround is to search for lexical

patterns instead that instantiate a syntactic variation of interest. For

example, Doyle (2014) analyzed the occurrence of needs done (need +

past participle) and might could (double modals). However, this would

limit the analysis to specific strings.

10.4 Patterns in Social Media

The use of certain words or grammatical constructions can reveal where

someone is from. There is a large body of work on text-based geocoding:

Given a text, automatically predict the location of the user or message.

These geocoding approaches sometimes identify dialect features (e.g.,

Rahimi et al. (2017)), but it is usually not their primary aim. For exam-

ple, toponyms are useful features for these tasks, but they are usually not

of interest for research on dialect variation. Work in this area is there-

fore not discussed here, but the interested reader is referred to Melo and

Martins (2016) for an extensive overview.

This section focuses on the analysis of dialect variation. There is a

lot of variety in the type of analyses that have been carried out, from

analyzing individual linguistic features (e.g., usage of yinz ) or alterna-

tions (e.g., usage of soda vs. pop vs. coke), to automatically discovering

dialect regions. Section 10.4.1 discusses how findings from social media

data have been compared to more conventional sources. Next, Section

10.4.2 looks at analyzing dialect variation at different linguistic levels.
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10.4.1 Comparison against Other Sources

Findings from social media data have been compared against conven-

tional sources in several ways, and so far they generally seem to match

them quite well. Small differences are expected, of course, as there are

often differences in demographics, the time period of data collection, and

the type of variation studied (many studies using conventional sources

focus on phonological variation).

One can compare individual patterns in social media against conven-

tional sources. For example, Doyle (2014) studied syntactic patterns in

US-geotagged tweets and found high correlations with patterns in the

Atlas of North American English and the Harvard Dialect Survey. In-

dividual patterns are sometimes aggregated to discover dialect regions,

which can then in turn also be compared against previous sociolinguistic

studies. For example, Huang et al. (2016) found that regions identified

in Twitter were broadly similar to regions identified in previous studies

based on phonetic variation. Some computational methods can be used

to automatically identify dialect terms. These terms can also be eval-

uated by comparing against conventional sources. However, one should

keep in mind that these conventional sources might not cover all rele-

vant terms, for example, they might miss dialect terms specific to online

language. The neural network approach by Rahimi et al. (2017) enables

retrieving the k-nearest terms given the name of a region. They com-

pared the identified terms to dialect terms in the DAREDS dataset, a

dataset the authors have created based on the Dictionary of American

Regional English (DARE).

10.4.2 Analyzing Variation

Most studies so far have focused on lexical variation or variation that

can be captured using lexical patterns. Eisenstein et al. (2010) proposed

a topic model that incorporates topics and regions as latent variables to

model lexical variation. They found that dialect regions were character-

ized by various dialect words, locally-specific abbreviations, and named

entities. Huang et al. (2016) take an approach that is more common in

conventional dialect studies by looking at lexical alternations: different

ways of saying the same thing, such as automobile vs. car and holiday

vs. vacation, so that topic is controlled for. Using statistical testing with

methods such as Global Moran’s I, they identified lexical alternations

that exhibited significant spatial autocorrelation in a large corpus of
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geotagged tweets from the US. Rahimi et al. (2017) proposed a neural

network approach with one hidden layer to predict the location of a user

given tweets. The locations (latitude/longitudes coordinates) are dis-

cretized using k-d tree leaf nodes or k-means. The model also learns an

embedding of the terms this way, which can be used to detect dialectal

terms.

Many studies on dialect are based on speech data and focus on phono-

logical variation. In contrast, with social media the focus has been on

written data. Orthographic variation therefore provides an interesting

opportunity to bring different strands of research together. Language

in social media tends to be closer to spoken language, and Eisenstein

(2015) suggests a strong connection between orthographic and phonolog-

ical variation. He finds that orthographic variation is sensitive to phono-

logical and grammatical contexts and mirrors to some extent patterns in

speech. However, the link between orthography and phonology is com-

plex. The pronunciation of a word is not always obvious from its spelling.

Jones (2015) gives examples of this and points out that one has to be

careful when using written social media data alone to make claims about

phonology.

Jones (2015) studied regional patterns in AAVE by analyzing non-

standard spellings on Twitter linked to six phonological phenomena,

such as glottal stops and nasal assimilation. He found that the identi-

fied dialect regions aligned with patterns of movement during the Great

Migrations. Jørgensen et al. (2015) also focused on AAVE. They stud-

ied three phonological features based on how they are manifestated as

orthographic variations on Twitter (e.g., brotha vs brother). The ortho-

graphic variations were correlated with demographic variables obtained

from census data, as well as with geographical variables.

Grammatical variation has received less attention so far, possibly be-

cause of challenges related to parsing Twitter data. Grammatical vari-

ation has been analyzed using POS taggers as well as by searching for

specific strings. Stewart (2014) analyzed African American English syn-

tax in US-geotagged tweets. Regular expressions and two different part-

of-speech taggers were used to find patterns such as habitual be and

copula deletion. Doyle (2014) searched for strings like needs done (need

+ past participle) and might could (double modals) and found strong

correlations with existing dialect sources. Haddican and Johnson (2012)

studied regional effects on the English particle verb alternation using

both acceptability judgments and a Twitter study. To collect Twitter

data, they searched for specific strings (turn on the light vs. turn the
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light on and variations). They found no regional effects in the UK, but

they did find trans-Atlantic differences (UK and Ireland vs. US and

Canada). Jacobo et al. (2018) analyzed a large French Twitter corpus.

Among the variables studied, they looked at the omission of the French

negative particle ne, which is considered optional in spoken French but

obligatory in writing. They found that in the north of France there was

a higher use of non-standard language.

There is also geographical variation at the semantic level. Word em-

beddings, which represent words as low-dimensional vectors (e.g., 100 di-

mensions), are effective approaches to capture the meaning of words and

therefore to study semantic variation. Bamman et al. (2014a) present

an extension of the skip-gram model to learn how the meaning of words

varies geographically. While the skip-gram model has a single embedding

matrix with embedding vectors for each word, the model proposed by

Bamman et al. learns a global embedding matrix as well as additional

matrices for different contexts, which in their study were the geograph-

ical states in the United States. These context-specific embeddings cap-

ture how the global representation should shift for specific contexts (e.g.,

when the word is used in Kansas). Based on a large geotagged Twitter

corpus, their model learned that wicked in Kansas is close to terms like

evil, pure and gods. And that in contrast, wicked in Massachusetts is

most similar to intensifiers like super, ridiculously and insanely.

10.5 Future Outlook

This chapter concludes with discussing several open research directions.

Bottom-up discovery of features So far, most studies have focused

on linguistic features that are selected based on intuition, manual inspec-

tion, or findings from previous studies on dialect. This is in fact similar

to when using questionnaires, for which the researcher has to specify tar-

get items beforehand. However, the scale of social media also supports

bottom-up discovery of linguistic features. Approaches to automatically

identify variables that exhibit geographical variation tend to identify

many proper nouns (Pavalanathan and Eisenstein, 2015a; Nguyen and

Eisenstein, 2017; Rahimi et al., 2017), such as names of cities, regions,

and companies. Additional filtering is therefore necessary to find the ones

that are meaningful for sociolinguistic analyses. The next step would be

identifying alternations. For example, Shoemark et al. (2017) manually
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selected variables for which users can produce either a Standard English

or Scottish variant. Combining methods to identify variables that ex-

hibit geographical variation (e.g., Nguyen and Eisenstein (2017)) with

methods to identify lexical variants (e.g., Gouws et al. (2011)) could be

interesting to explore.

Geographical and social factors In both sociolinguistics and dialec-

tology, geographical variation has often been studied separately from so-

cial variation (Britain, 2010). However, the integration of social factors,

such as socio-demographic variables and social network structures, is

increasingly receiving more attention (Kristiansen, 2018; Wieling et al.,

2011). Social media affords studying language use in a variety of social

settings. The availability of information about social network structures,

conversation partners, etc., supports a further integration of social as-

pects in the study of dialects. Examples of this include work on audience

design (Nguyen et al. (2015)) and work on combining socio-demographic

factors with geographical variation (Jacobo et al. (2018)). For example,

Nguyen et al. (2015) studied the use of two minority languages in the

Netherlands. Tweets directed to larger audiences were more often writ-

ten in Dutch, while within conversations users often switched to the

minority languages. Recent studies have looked at the relation between

sociolinguistic variation and political views in the context of the Scottish

Independence referendum (Shoemark et al., 2017) and in the context of

the Catalonian referendum (Stewart et al., 2018). Finally, social factors

could also be integrated in analyses on how innovations spread (Eisen-

stein et al., 2014).

Level of analysis and treatment of place So far, most work in

computational linguistics has focused on broad patterns of geographical

variation, e.g., across the whole of the Netherlands (Nguyen and Eisen-

stein, 2017), or across the whole of the US (Eisenstein et al., 2010; Doyle,

2014; Huang et al., 2016). Less work has focused on variation in specific

regions or cities. The scale of the data and the fine-grained location in-

formation allows us to study geographical patterns —quantitatively—

on a detailed level, such as neighborhoods in urban cores. A challenge

when zooming in on such levels is that for some fine-grained levels the

data might become too sparse in certain areas. Further work could also

explore more socially constructed approaches towards space (Johnstone,

2004) (for example, the view that being Texan is culturally defined rather

than geographically defined). The study by Cocos and Callison-Burch
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(2017) is a first step in this direction. They explore modeling language

with respect to attributes of a location (e.g., residential landuse, movie

theater) instead of absolute physical locations, and use this as context

when training word embeddings.

Dialect perception Perception studies make up a core part of so-

ciolinguistic research, but using computational methods to study the

social values that people place on linguistic forms is an underexplored

area. Rymes and Leone-Pizzighella (2018) motivate that Web 2.0 enables

studying processes through which linguistic forms gain social value and

demonstrate this with a qualitative analysis of YouTube comments of

videos taking part in the accent competition. The scale of social media

allows studying such processes quantitatively over time. Work in this

space could also draw from recent studies on fairness and how compu-

tational methods encode social biases (Garg et al., 2018).

Variation and change Social media also provides the opportunity to

study language change across space and time. For example, Eisenstein

et al. (2014) analyzed patterns in diffusion of linguistic change over the

United States. Geographical proximity and population size were impor-

tant factors, but the study also found that demographic similarity (es-

pecially with regard to race) played a central role. There has been more

work on language change and social media, e.g., Grieve et al. (2017)

studied the emergence of new words, but this study only focused on the

diachronic dimension. A challenge is teasing apart true language change

from confounding factors, especially since social media data is generated

in an uncontrolled setting. For example, the population of a social media

platform need not stay the same, e.g., younger users might migrate to

another platform over time.

Multiple platforms, multiple modalities Social media studies usu-

ally focus on a single data source, e.g., Twitter, Facebook or YouTube.

However, different social media platforms have different mechanisms

shaping language use and behavior. Research that compares patterns

across different social media platforms would thus support more robust

interpretations of the findings and help us answer questions about gener-

alizability. Furthermore, social media also allows us to extend our focus

to other modalities, like speech or video, which could shed further light

on the relation between phonological and orthographic variation.
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